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Abstract: Early infantile epileptic encephalopathies (EIEEs) are a group of neurological disorders
characterized by early-onset refractory seizures, severe electroencephalographic abnormalities, and
developmental delay or intellectual disability. Recently, genetic studies have indicated that a
significant portion of previously cryptogenic EIEEs are single-gene disorders. SPTAN1 is among the
genes whose mutations are associated with EIEE development (OMIM# 613477). Here, a case of the
c.6923_6928dup (p.Arg2308_Met2309dup) SPTAN1 mutation associated with a severe EIEE is reported.
This case shows that mutations in the α20 repeat in the C-terminal of αII spectrin can be associated
with EIEE. Duplication seems essential to cause EIEE. This causation is not demonstrated for amino
acid deletions in the same spectrin residues. Reportedly, children with p.(Asp2303_Leu2305del)
and p.(Gln2304_Gly2306del) deletions have childhood-onset epilepsy and no or marginal magnetic
resonance imaging abnormalities, suggesting that not only the location but also the type of mutation
plays a role in conditioning nervous system damage. Further studies are needed for a better
understanding of the phenotype/genotype correlation in SPTAN1-related encephalopathies.
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1. Introduction
Early infantile epileptic encephalopathies (EIEEs) are a group of neurological disorders
characterized by early-onset refractory seizures, severe electroencephalographic abnormalities, and
developmental delay or intellectual disability [1]. Seizures starting in the first year of life including
the neonatal period might have a favorable course, such as in infants presenting with benign familial
neonatal epilepsy, febrile seizures simplex or acute symptomatic seizures. However, in some cases,
the onset of seizures at birth or in the first months of life have a dramatic evolution with severe cerebral
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impairment [2,3]. This group of disorders includes early infantile epileptic encephalopathy, also known
as Ohtahara syndrome, early myoclonic encephalopathy, epilepsy of infancy with migrating focal
seizures, infantile spasms syndrome (also known as West syndrome), severe myoclonic epilepsy
in infancy (also known as Dravet syndrome), and myoclonic encephalopathies in nonprogressive
disorder [3]. Structural brain abnormalities, inborn metabolic defects and acquired brain damages are
the major underlying causes. However, for years, the pathogenesis remained unknown in a number of
EIEE cases. Recently, genetic studies have indicated that a significant portion of previously cryptogenic
EIEEs are single-gene disorders [4].
SPTAN1 is among the genes whose mutations are associated with EIEE development (OMIM#
613477) [5]. This gene encodes αII spectrin, one of the flexible submembranous scaffolding proteins
involved in the stabilisation of cell membranes. Two α- and five β spectrin subunits have been
identified. These subunits are assembled in an antiparallel side-by-side manner into heterodimers
that can form end-to-end tetramers that integrate into the membrane cytoskeleton. As heterotetramer
integrity is essential for neuronal process development and inhibitory synapse formation [6], mutation
of SPTAN1 can lead to significant neurological disorders [7]. However, clinical manifestations
of 34 individuals with SPTAN1-associated disorders do not always resemble those described as
EIEE [8]. Mild cases have been reported, suggesting that different SPTAN1 variants can be associated
with different clinical manifestations. Attempts to establish genotype/phenotype correlations have
suggested that mutation site and type can play a role in conditioning development and severity of
nervous system damage. However, due to the low number of patients with SPTAN1-related disorders
and the relatively high number of gene mutations described thus far, phenotype/genotype correlations
remain undefined at present. Here, a case of the c.6923_6928dup (p.Arg2308_Met2309dup) SPTAN1
variant associated with a very severe neurologic disease is reported. As only two cases with this
mutation have been described to date, this case report can contribute to an understanding the role of
different SPTAN1 mutations in the determination of neurological damage.
2. Discussion
Recent advances in genetics have determined that a number of epilepsy syndromes that occur
in the first year of life are associated with genetic etiologies [9]. An early genetic diagnosis can save
time and overall cost by reducing the amount of time and resources expended to reach a diagnosis.
Furthermore, a genetic diagnosis can provide accurate prognostic information and, in certain cases,
enable targeted therapy. As genetic information accumulates, genetic testing will likely play an
increasingly important role in diagnosing pediatric epilepsy. Most cases of SPTAN1 mutations are
associated with EIEE. Syrbe et al. analysed characteristics of 20 patients with pathogenic or likely
pathogenic SPTAN1 mutations and compared them with those of subjects with the same genetic
abnormality in previously published studies [8]. These authors reported that 62% of affected children
presented with EIEE. These patients typically presented with early onset of recurrent, intractable
seizures associated with severe developmental delay. Several patients had West syndrome with
typical electroencephalographic findings that tended to evolve into disorganized slow background
activity with frequent multifocal spikes. Delayed and incomplete myelination associated with brain
atrophy was the main finding from MRI and can be considered a hallmark of SPTAN1-associated
encephalopathy. Death in the first years of life is common. However, approximately 30% of the
cases presented a mild phenotype with seizures starting after infancy, relatively good response to
antiepileptic drugs and no risk of early death.
Interestingly, many of the mild cases had SPTAN1 mutations located far from the C-terminal
region. In contrast, most of the severe cases had in-frame deletion/duplication mutations located
in the last two αII spectrin repeats in the C-terminal region. As these repeats are required for α/β
spectrin heterodimer association, altered heterodimer formation between the spectrins is thought
to cause instability and aggregation of spectrin scaffolds [10]. In-vitro studies conducted in both
transfected primary neurons and patient-derived lymphoblastoid cells with mutations in the last two
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The patient has continued to show repeated daily critical episodes, characterized by a
The patient has continued to show repeated daily critical episodes, characterized by a polymorphic
polymorphic tonic semeiology with an inconstant clonic component, tonic spasms in extension, tonic
tonic semeiology with an inconstant clonic component, tonic spasms in extension, tonic deviation
deviation of the head on the left and inflection adduction of the right upper limb, and clonus of the
of the head on the left and inflection adduction of the right upper limb, and clonus of the head and
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where they assume a subcontinuous morphology. The cortical electrical anomalies were evident in the
were evident in the centro-temporal areas of both cerebral hemispheres, especially on the left side
centro-temporal areas of both cerebral hemispheres, especially on the left side (Figure 2).
(Figure 2).
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